Abstract: The Open Source
The goal of the Open Source Physics (OSP) project is to make a large number of simulations together with source code available for education using the GNU General Public License (GPL) open-source model. OSP provides both high-level modeling tools and a lower-level computational physics library to create computer simulations through the use of a consistent object-oriented framework (Wolfgang Christian & Esquembre, 2012) . The Java-based OSP library defines objects to build interactive user interfaces, draw 2D and 3D objects, numerically solve ordinary differential equations using different algorithms, and represent data using tables and graphs.
This workshop provides a hands-on beginners' introduction to Open Source Physics (OSP) and Easy Java Simulations (EJS) to model physical systems such as those provided by the interactive event leaders.
Participants will study and explore, step by step, important computational example of the spring mass system model (Wolfgang Christian & Esquembre, 2008a , 2008b , to learn how they have been implemented, and then modify these example to add new capabilities. Assistance will be provided during the sessions. There after, the organisers hope to get participants to identify and self direct (Tan, Shanti, Tan, & Cheah, 2011) their own personally motivating computer model from the OSP and NTNU digital libraries and work collaboratively (Chai, Lim, So, & Cheah, 2011) with the OSP community to create customized or new models.
During the workshop we will discuss the general pedagogical (Wee, Chew, Goh, Tan, & Lee, 2012) and technical issues in the design of interactive computer-based tutorials as well as how existing models can be adapted to Singapore school context. All workshop material will be made available through our blogs http://weelookang.blogspot.sg and http://iwant2study.org/easyjava .
II. DESCRIPTION OF FORMAT OF INTERACTIVE EVENT
The interactive event consists of the following segments:
• This is a series of professional workshops that is conducted by the interactive event leaders in a funded project by NRF2011-EDU001-EL001 Java Simulation Design for Teaching and Learning, (MOE, 2012b) awarded by the National Research Foundation in collaboration with National Institute of Education, Singapore and the Ministry of Education (MOE), Singapore.
Our computer models are downloadable on NTNU Java Virtual Lab (F.-K. Hwang, 2010) We hope other educators will share their own creative works with the world as demonstrated by the OSP community leaders like Francisco Esquembre, Fu-Kwun Hwang and Wolfgang Christian and the passionate (interactive event leaders included) community of the Open Source Physics Project.
